The Kid is up against a very nasty virus called
Novel Coronavirus. Hereʻs a picture of the Virus.

Novel Coronavirus

See how the Kid fights off
Novel Coronavirus,
knocking it out cold

Be Gone! Be Gone! Be Gone!
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The Virus can make you very sick. It is
especially dangerous to people
like grandparents.
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Kid COVID has super speed. The Kid wipes down surfaces
faster than anyone, and likes to speed clean while
listening to music.

Sometimes the Virus spreads through a cough, landing on
surfaces. Because the Virus is so small, it is invisible to your
eyes. Even with its small size, the Virus is powerful and can
harm you. So how do you get rid of the Virus?

You can deep clean the surfaces, knocking the Virus out cold.
Letʻs see how Kid COVID fights off the Virus.
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To knock the Virus out cold,
To knock
out cold,
Kid COVID
alsothe
usesVirus
a hand-sanitizer,
Kid COVID also uses a hand-sanitizer,

and a disinfectant for surfaces.
and a disinfectant for surfaces.
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Kid COVID has a special outfit including:
built-in hand sanitizer spray -and- special
COVID has a special outfit including:
springyKid
shoes
to spring out of the Virusʻ way.
built-in hand sanitizer spray -and- special
springy shoes to spring out of the Virusʻ way.

Kid COVIDʻs Hockey Stick Suit is designed

Kid COVIDʻs Hockey Stick Suit is designed
to keep everyone a safe distance
to keepofeveryone
a safe
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sticksdistance
apart.
of t wo hockey sticks apart.
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Kid COVID is a hand-washing champ. Here are the
0 second hand-washing moves that you can do too:

Kid COVID is a hand-washing champ. Here are the
20 second hand-washing moves that you can do too:
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toilet paper, to give to those in need.
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Kid COVID has super staying-at-home powers. While at home the Kid enjoys:

baking bread

practicing on-line mime lessons

making shadow puppets

Doing crafts such as making masks from socks
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putting together puzzles

reading books

visiting on-line art galleries

dancing to music
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To prevent spreading the Virus Kid COVID asks
you to avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth,
which are ways the virus enters our bodies.

If you have to sneeze or cough, sneeze or cough
into a tissue or your elbow.

You too can be like Kid COVID
knocking the virus out cold.
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20 Second
Hand-Washing Moves
1. Lather up with soap
2. Rub hands together
3. Wash back of both hands
4. Criss-cross fingers, moving them
up and down
5. Press finger tips to palm, moving
them in small circles, repeat for
other hand
6. Grab the thumb, squeeze and rotate
hand for wards and backwards,
repeat for other thumb
7. Rub soapy lather around both wrists
8. Rinse off both hands
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